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This Next Media Deliverable 4.1.1.3 describes work done in NextMedia project, in crossmedia 

content access task and in Activity 2: “Development of multimodal content analysis methods”. 

The name of this resulting deliverable 4.1.1.3 is: “Evaluation of speech and audio based 

segmentation in video archives”, which is the common theme for the work done in activity 2 by 

three participating partners: Aalto, Lingsoft and VTT.      

 

 

2. Speech and audio based segmentation 
 

1. Introduction / Background 

An audio signal can be segmented and classified on many levels. A typical high level 

segmentation is to divide the signal into classes like speech, music, noise and silence. If higher 

accuracy is needed, typical subcategories for noise could be whistle, applause, clapping etc. 

Speech segments may further be classified on the basis of the speaker identity. Much depends 

on the context and the aims of the segmentation task at hand. 

In this Next Media project deliverable VTT has concentrated on general audio and speaker-

based segmentation. (Chapter 4) Lingsoft’s focus has been on identifying speech segments 

and evaluation of speech recognition accuracy. (Chapter 2) AIRC has evaluated speech 

recognition accuracy by timing recognized sentences into the audio and segmenting video 

based on named entities. (Chapter 3). 

  

2. Speech Recognition algorithms (Lingsoft) 

 

Speech Recognition 

The structure of a typical speech recognizer is represented in figure 1. 

 

Fig. 1. Structure of Speech Recognizer 

The speech signal is converted into a series of acoustic features (Mel-Frequency Cepstral 

Coefficients, MFCC). These features are further fed to the decoder program, which converts the 

signal to best matching text using statistical methods. 

The acoustic model is a Hidden Markov model (HMM). The acoustic model is trained using 

speech samples from several hundreds of speakers, so it fits any speaker reasonably well. The 

acoustic model is not dependent on the used language so the same model can be used for 

recognizing standard language as well as more refined vocabularies. 
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The language model is an N-gram model. The language model defines the structure of the 

target language to be recognised. It is normally trained from large text corpora containing 

hundreds of millions of words. 

By adapting the acoustic model to specific speaker and the language model to the target 

language, you can obtain substantial improvements in error rate. 

The performance of a speech recognizer is measured by error rate, which is the rate of 

insertion, deletion and substitution errors compared against the reference text. A commonly 

used measure for English is the Word-Error-Rate (WER). For Finnish we usually prefer the 

Letter-Error-Rate (LER), as it measures typical errors more accurately for a language like 

Finnish. 

Data 

For evaluation purposes, Lingsoft has used different television broadcasts from YLE, including 

for example documentaries, drama and talk shows. They all pose different kinds of challenges 

for the speech recognizer. 

Talk shows and drama contain dialogues, which means there may be overlapping speech by 

multiple speakers. This is not well handled by the speech recognizer. 

One challenge is casual language and slang. As language models are normally trained from 

sources like newspapers, books etc. containing mainly formal language, common spoken 

idioms are underrepresented. 

Documentaries are acoustically easier as there is normally only one speaker speaking at a 

given time. Documentaries, however, typically contain lots of foreign names, whose 

pronunciation form needs to be trained to the recognizer in different way as normal Finnish 

words. 

In all types of broadcasts there is noise, music etc. present, which may erroneously get 

recognized as text or lower the recognition accuracy if overlapping with speech. 

Goals 

Lingsoft's specific goal in this context is to produce text subtitles based on the segmentation 

and recognizer output. There are several possible workflows for this, based on different kind of 

utilization of segmentation and recognition algorithms. 

When subtitling is done manually, the work consists of two phases: editing and timing. The 

final subtitles closely resemble the spoken text. The screen format imposes some limitations 

for the final subtitles. Most importantly this means that the subtitles need to be somewhat 

shortened and split into suitable text segments. In the timing phase the subtitles are aligned to 

the program. The subtitlist uses her personal judgment and experience to produce suitable 

subtitles. 

The work can be speeded up substantially by utilizing speech recognition and segmentation 

algorithms in an efficient manner. The better the initial recognition result is, the less editing 

needs to be done by the subtitlist. Another important productivity factor is automated 

segmentation: if the text is initially segmented to proper subtitles, the subtitler’s effort on 

timing work can be reduced substantially. Audio and speaker segmentation algorithms may 

also be used to ease the work of the speech recognizer. 
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Experiments 

Two kinds of evaluations have been performed. The conceptually simplest way is to directly 

recognize the soundtrack of the program. For programs, when there is one person speaking 

clearly like in broadcast news or documentaries, this may give good results straight away. On 

the other hand, in this scenario one suffers from the above mentioned problems including 

music and noise overlapping with speech. Also speaker-adapted results are harder to obtain 

and need a speaker segmentation algorithm. 

An another approach is to use a dedicated respeaker to create a new soundtrack by listening 

to the original soundtrack and replicating the speech. In this approach, one may train the 

recognition system specifically for the speaker and avoid the decreased recognition accuracy 

caused by background noise and music. While respeaking, it would also be possible to “stylize” 

the speech on-the-fly by using more formal idioms to achieve better recognition accuracy. In 

our experiments, we have, however, replicated exactly what was said on the original 

soundtrack. This way the results are comparable to the results obtained by recognizing the 

original soundtrack. For example for English TV-programs, respeaking is already in use for 

online subtitling. 

Lingsoft has created a limited amount of exact text subtitles from the original soundtracks to 

get a reference point for the experiments. We are comparing the text concatenated from the 

recognized subtitles to this reference text. Error rates given here include all punctuation, 

numbers and differences caused by the case of the letters, so our results are not directly 

comparable with other reported figures, which mostly ignore these factors. 

Main development focus so far has been on the respeaking setup as it gives more constant 

results for all kinds of broadcasts. With respeaking one currently achieves error rates around 

7-15% LER when there is a proper speaker adaptation in place and the language is relatively 

formal. With this method the segmentation to text subtitles closely resembles the final 

subtitles by the editor. The respeaker herself may also cause errors to the recognition result, if 

she doesn't hear correctly what was said in the audio or hesitates during the respeaking phase. 

In the experiments, we used a dictation language model, so the respeaker dictates all 

punctuation she sees necessary. 

Experiments have been made to recognize speech directly from the original soundtrack and 

the results have been compared to the ones obtained by respeaking. The results indicate that 

further development is needed to achieve better accuracy for direct recognition. There is a 

great variance between different types of programs. For documentaries, one could consider 

utilizing the recognizer already now. The error rate is around 30-40% LER, which sounds 

relatively high. The reasons should be investigated more in detail. One cause is extra 

characters and lowered accuracy caused by background noise and music. Also, the current 

transcription language model seems to have problems inserting punctuation automatically and 

thus the segmentation to subtitles is not as logical as it could be. 

Discussion 

These experiments have given a first impression what is the current status of the speech 

recognizer for recognizing a broad range of TV programs. 

One point of improvement is the language model. For dramas and talk shows, the language 

model should contain more spoken language. A good but slow source is the archive of subtitles 

produced, so additional text sources may be necessary. This kind of text material could be 

aggregated from blogs and discussion forums. The models should also be adapted for different 

programs and topics. 

To improve the results of recognizing the original soundtracks, audio and speaker 

segmentation should be combined to the speech recognizer to avoid the effects of decreased 
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recognition rate and to utilize speaker adaptation. Also, the decoding speed is relatively slow 

for this kind of audio at the moment. The acoustic models should be trained on noisier audio as 

the current training data is relatively clean. This should give a clear improvement to the 

recognition rate. 

It could also be possible to utilize speech/non-speech and speaker segmentation to speed up 

the respeaking workflow. 

One practical consideration is that utilizing the audio and speaker segmentation results 

efficiently in subtitling workflow, a more detailed file format is needed. Using for example a 

XML-based format should be considered. Possible information include: audio type, speaker id 

and different versions of the subtitles. 

 

3. Speech Recognition based Segmentation (Aalto) 

 

AIRC has performed speech recognition based audio segmentation by aligning the recognized 

sentences to the video and by labelling segments if there are names present in the video as 

text. The results have been reported in more detail in deliverable 4.1.1.2. 

 

4. Audio Segmentation algorithms (VTT) 

 

Audio segmentation algorithms include general audio classification and speaker segmentation 

algorithms. In the next sections, these algorithms are discussed. 

 

  

General Audio Classification based Segmentation 

 

The purpose of "Audio analysis and segmentation" is to provide tools that classify and segment 

the audio track into segments containing specific sound class. Supported sound classes are 

e.g.: speech, silence, music, environmental noise, constant noise, applause, clapping, whistling 

and laughing.  

Audio analysis has been used commonly as a pre-processing step for multimedia content 

analysis, for audio, but increasingly also for multimodal video analysis. In video segmentation, 

audio tracks may in some cases offer more logical structure for segmentation than video shots, 

which may change visual angle more frequently.  Typically multimedia content analysis is done 

in offline for databases of audio/video recordings to produce metadata about the content. 

Classes like speech and music can be further analysed based on speaker identity or genre type 

of music content. Produced metadata can be used for multimedia content management.  

 

HMM based Audio Classifier 

 

The classification is based on HMM (Hidden Markov Models) statistical classification and the 

system utilizes the TORCH (http://www.torch.ch/) library for classification. The audio feature 

used for classification with HMMs is Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC). HMM-based 

classifiers take into account the temporal structure of the signal and use different states to 

model different stationary parts of the signal [1]. Left-to-right models are suited to model 

signals with well-defined temporal structure and ergodic-HMMs are better suited for signals 

which do not have as clear temporal structure. Ergodic–HMMs are used for music and variable 

noise classes and left-to-right for other classes. Each class model has optimized parameters 

(states, mixtures) that produce the best result for each class.    
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 Challenges with Audio Analysis 

 

For high quality audio data, when training and testing data are same type, HMM based audio 

classifier performs well for different audio classes, e.g. speech, music, environmental noise, 

clapping, applause, whistling, laughing etc.. When tested audio analysis for personal mobile 

device video recordings with HMM classifier, accuracy of classification dropped.  

Collecting recordings from real situations with mobile devices and training models with this 

database, should help situation in theory. In practice this is a big challenge, since the acoustic 

complexity varies considerably in different places and contexts.  

 

 

Typical audio analysis challenges are listed below: 

 

a. Different audio interfaces (e.g. internal or external microphones). Loss of some 

information from the original audio signal may occur. If the signal level is too low some 

spectral information may be lost, or too high, signal may be clipped. 

 

b. Unforeseeable noise components from the environment or from the equipment (e.g. 

ventilator in PC, or electromagnetic noise induced to audio lines) may be summed to 

the audio signal and change the detection sensitivity of some class.  

 

c. Also audio algorithms, like audio enhancements, may change audio signal properties. 

 

d.  Training material is limited and do not cover all the test situation circumstances 

(additional environmental sounds/noise). In this case collecting recordings from real 

situations and training models with this larger database should help situation in theory. 

In practice this is a big challenge, since the acoustic complexity varies considerably in 

different places and contexts.   

 

Instead of collecting training data to retrain models for mobile data we have been developing a 

rule based audio classifier, which uses audio class specific features to reject or accept class 

decisions.       

 

 

Rule Based Audio Classifier 

 

To improve the robustness and portability of audio analysis module, rule-based classifier was 

initially implemented and tested. It uses a set of selected, class specific, short and long term 

features. The target for rule based classifier is that it is portable and robust to different data 

types, e.g. for high quality or for mobile device recordings. Rule based classifier can be used 

alone, or as a post classifier to correct known errors from other type of classifier to improve 

overall accuracy of classification.   

 

The development process of rule based classifier can be described with follow tasks: 

 

● Select a set of class specific features (accept/reject) for each class.  

● Write/modify accept and reject rules for classes (define thresholds for features or 

combination of features)    

● test classification  

● repeat if needed 

 

Final result is calculated after Subtracting scores of rejection rules from scores of acceptance 

rules. Acceptance threshold is defined experimentally. Post filtering of results can be used to 

eliminate temporal false alarms i.e. median filtering.   
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Audio Features 

 

Short-term cepstral features are generally referred to as lowlevel features reflecting the voice 

parameters of the speaker as opposed to higher-level features that capture phonetic, prosodic, 

and lexical information. 

 
Short term features: 

● F0 (fundamental frequency) 

● Low Energy Ratio (LER) 

● Zero Crossing Rate (ZCR) 

● Harmonic ratio from Autocorrelation peak  

● MFCC 

Long term features: 

● median F0 (median of fundamental frequency) 

● F0 zero ratio 

● Speech_Like_F0 detection, (median F0 € [50-400Hz] & |delta F0|< 50Hz ) 

● F0 [80-300Hz] 

● F0 [300-800Hz] 

● F0 [800-1500Hz] 

● F0 [over 1500Hz] 

● LER zero-ratio 

● Voiced/Unvoiced ratio 

 

Test 1: Testing HMM –classifier with High Quality Data Set    

 

HMM models of each class were trained and tested beforehand on the database contained high 

quality audio data from various sources, totally about 190 minutes of sound. Half of the data 

were used for training, the other half for testing with offline version of the audio analysis 

component. Speech, music, constant and variable noise and silence samples originate from the 

same database as used in [2]. Whistling and clapping data were collected separately in office 
environment from 10 volunteers. Applause and laughing material were achieved from free 

internet database recordings.  

The results of offline audio analysis accuracy tests are presented in the figure below. The 

achieved overall accuracy is 93.6%, which is comparable with the state of the art results, e.g. 

in [3].   

TABLE I 

Audio Classification Performance for Clean Data using HMM Classifier 

Audio Class Applause Clapping Constant 

noise 

 

Variable 

noise 

Laughing Music Silence Speech Whistling 

Applause 94.0 4.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Clapping 0.0 96.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 4.0 0.0 

CN 0.0 0.4 80.7 13.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 3.1 2.3 

VN 0.4 0.15 3.5 95.8 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.15 0.0 

Laughing 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 88.1 9.9 0.0 2.0 0.0 

Music 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.2 4.7 88.6 0.0 5.5 0.0 

Silence 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 99.8 0.1 0.0 

Speech 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 100 0.0 

Whistling 0.0 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.3 99.4 

 

With current implementation of Rule based classifier, overall results are not as good as results 

for HMM classifier, when using high quality data. Depending of the audio class the classification 

performance is close to 90% for Rule based classifier, when for HMM classifier it is about 

93.6%. Advantage for rule based audio classifier is that it do not need training and collection 

of large amount of data to train models. There seems to be les drop in results, when the 
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quality of recordings is fluctuating. It gives decent results for both high quality and mobile 

data. 

 

 

Test 2:  Experimental Results for mobile video archive  

 

We have tested Audio Analysis algorithms experimentally using mobile video archive 

MediaShare, which has been developed in VTT, see example plot about the user interface in 

fig. 2. When uploading videos to MediaShare, automatic audio analysis is executed and 

metadata is generated. Searches to video archive can be done based on the generated audio 

analysis metadata.  

 

 

 

Fig.2. Example plot of MediaShare UI 

 

 

In the initial testing with HMM classifier (models trained with high quality data) it was noted 

that results were dropped comparing with clean audio data. For example many recordings, 

which include silence or noise like audio, were classifier to Speech or music. Recording made in 

outside, were often affected with “wind in the microphone” effect and those were also classifier 

as speech or music with HMM classifier.  Using Rule Based Classifier with F0 related and other 

short/long term features significant improvements were achieved especially for speech class, 

and also for environmental noise and music classes.     

 

 

Speaker Segmentation 

 

Speaker segmentation aims on segmenting audio recordings into homogeneous segments 

containing only one speaker. Speaker segmentation has been traditionally used in the 

automatic transcription of news, together with speaker adaptation and speech recognition. But 

as the amount of personal video recordings are expanding rapidly, the segmentation metadata 

can be utilized to content management and indexing purposes for personal recordings as well. 

Speaker segmentation metadata can be used in multimodal segmentation of videos, since 

audio segmentation may provide more logical and continuous structure for the segmentation 

than visual segmentation.  

In speaker segmentation, short segments are more difficult to detect, because there is not 

enough data to build reliable statistical models. Segments should be longer than 3 seconds.      

 To improve the accuracy of speaker segmentation, a hybrid speaker segmentation algorithm 

has been developed. It combines our earlier Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) based 

speaker segmentation algorithm using Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC) as feature 
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[5], and a new speaker segmentation algorithm utilizing prosodic features. We have tested 

three different prosodic features: F0, Harmonic Ratio HAR and Low Energy Ratio LER. These 

prosodic features can also be utilized to do speech/non-speech decisions.  

When using hybrid segmentation system, it is possible to utilize results from the first 

segmentation to adapt parameters for the second segmentation. For example if first 

segmentation indicates that segments are mostly short or long, analysis parameters for the 

second segmentation can be adjusted.     

A block diagram of the speaker segmentation system is shown in Figure 3. Initial speaker 

change detection consist of a Voice Activity Detector (VAD), audio feature extraction using Mel 

Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC), dissimilarity measurement using BIC calculated using 

Gaussian distribution model and decision logic, where information of detected silences is 

integrated with BIC peak detection. Potential speaker changes from PROSO-SCD are merged 

with BIC-SCD using control parameters, which define possible insertion areas for potential 

speaker change points. Finally, speaker segmentation metadata is extracted from SCD. 

 

Fig.3. Hybrid speaker segmentation system 

 

Test 3: Test set concatenated from TIMIT database 

This test set contains 54 files concatenated from TIMIT database. Speaker segments are 

mostly shorter, typical segment duration is between 1-3 seconds. Files are sampled to 16 kHz, 

with 16 bits sample accuracy. Speakers in the dataset represent both genders. Database is 

same as Kotti & al. used in [4]. 

TABLE II 

Speaker Segmentation Performance for TIMIT data set 

Method F-score Recall Precision Relative 

Improvement 
BIC (baseline) 0.787 0.92 0.71 - 
+C_F0 0.8378 0.877  23.85% 

+C_F0+HAR 0.8394 0.876 0.82 24.6% 
+C_F0+HAR+LER 0.845 0.831 0.867 27.04% 
+C_F0+HAR+LER  (* (MISL=3.5->5) 0.8565 0.8748 0.849 32.64% 

 
 

Table I summarizes results for tests done using proposed hybrid speaker segmentation 

algorithm. Term C_F0 means here the index of the centre value of the F0 histogram. MISL 

parameter in table 1 refers to the minimum insertion segment length parameter. It defines the 

minimum length of segment, where it is allowed to insert new change point from the prosody 

change detector. Results show that C_F0 improved baseline results F-score from 0.789 to 

0.837. Other prosodic features, HAR and LER complement C_F0, by rising f-score to 0.856. 
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Test 4: Audio/Speaker Segmentation Results for data from YLE archive 

Not yet done. Test material & tests to be defined later. 

 

3. Lessons Learned 

 

The partners should agree on a common format for storing the segmentation and recognition 

results. Lingsoft tries to provide manually annotated TV programs to be used by VTT and Aalto 

for training and evaluation purposes. The partners should agree on what are the next steps in 

combining recognition and segmentation algorithms. 
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